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Heroic magic duel mod apk latest version

Heroic - Magical Duel Size: 89.19 MB | Version: 1.11.1 | File Type: APK | System: Android 2.3 or higher Description : The arena calls you heroes! Build the ultimate deck of Minions and Spells and master your path to glory in this epic real-time PvP combat game. Conquer the Arena of the Hero Universe through Arena and shame as much
destruction as possible against other heroes! Collect and upgrade an unstoppable army of Minions and complete your strategy with the perfect set of spells. Do you think you can reach the top of the global leaderboards? You have to prove it! Features of Heroic - Magic Duel Games : - BUILD YOUR ARMY Get battling: MORE THAN
OVER 50 MINIONS ARE WAITING TO BE UNLOCKED! From brutal beasts to clever wizards, choose the ones that match your style of destruction! – CREATE DEADLY COMBOS Brains Over Muscle! Combine your Minions with powerful spells to A DEADLY STRATEGY: Build a Rush Deck, play for the long game, or discover a unique
battle plan. Whatever you choose, keep your eyes on your opponent's deck and make sure you have the perfect counter. – POWER UP YOUR MINIONS winner takes it all! Defeat other heroes in magical duels to gain resources you can use to UPGRAD YOUR DECK TO MAX POWER! Increase all heroes, minions, and spells and
become an unstoppable force. – CRUSH OTHER PLAYERS Build a name in the arena: BATTLE IN REAL-TIME AGAINST OTHER PLAYERS whose only goal is to fall on your portal. You won't allow that, will you? – SMASH MONSTER BOSSES Don't stop! GO UP AGAINST BRUTAL PVE BOSSES in EPIC BOSS RAID EVENTS and
stock up on fantastic rewards. Conquer SOLO MODE before jumping into the GUILD EVENTS, where the only chance of survival is teamwork. You'll return to PvP stronger than ever! – CONQUER EPIC EVENTS There is always something in the Heroic Universe! BRAND NEW PVP AND PVE BATTLE MODES come regularly, each with
a unique twist! – EXPLORE NEW WORLDS Every victory in battle takes you one step closer to NEW STUNNING ARENAS TO EXPLORE. Climb the ranks to unlock more Minions and more rewards! But don't admire the landscape for too long – you have a portal to defend! – BE HEROIC Join our global hero community and share tips
and strategies with the best of them! Features of Heroic - Magic Duel mod : - All Unlocked - Advertising Removed installation instructions : * You visited this page on your phone ? 1. Download the Apk file on mobile devices. 2. Install and run. 3. That's it, Enjoy! * You visited this site on DemDesktop or Laptop ? 1. Download the Apk file to
Pc 2. Transfer the APK file from your PC to your Android phone (via USB, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi). 3. Installing and 4. That's it, Enjoy! The arena calls you, heroes! Build the ultimate deck of Minions and Spells and master your path to glory in this epic real-time PvP combat game. Conquer the Arena of the Hero Universe through Arena and
shame as much destruction as possible against other heroes! Collect and upgrade an unstoppable army of Minions and round off your strategy the perfect set of spells. Do you think you can reach the top of the global leaderboards? You have to prove it!* BUILD YOUR ARMY* Get battling: OVER 50 MINIONS ARE WAITING TO BE
UNLOCKED! From brutal beasts to clever wizards, choose the ones that fit your destructive style!* CREATE DEADLY COMBOS*Brains about muscles! Combine your Minions with powerful spells to A DEADLY STRATEGY: Build a Rush Deck, play for the long game, or discover a unique battle plan. Whatever you choose, keep your eyes
on your opponent's deck and make sure you have the perfect counter. *EXPLORE AMAZING MODES* The Heroic World Map extends far and wide and contains many EXCITING GAME MODES TO MASTER. From learning everything about Eldonia and the heroes in the CAMPAIGN to driving your Minions into FUN AND COMPETITIVE
SEASONS in the Tower of Ascension, you'll always have a visit worth visiting.* POWER UP YOUR MINIONS*Winner takes it all! Defeat other heroes in magical duels to gain resources you can use to UPGRAD YOUR DECK TO MAX POWER! Increase all heroes, minions, and spells and become an unstoppable force. *CRUSH OTHER
PLAYERS* Build a name for yourself in the arena: BATTLE IN REAL-TIME AGAINST OTHER PLAYERS whose only goal is to bring down your portal. You're not going to let that happen, are you? SMASH MONSTER BOSSES*Don't stop! GO UP AGAINST BRUTAL PVE BOSSES in EPIC BOSS RAID EVENTS and stock up on fantastic
rewards. Conquer SOLO MODE before jumping into the GUILD EVENTS, where the only chance of survival is teamwork. You'll return to PvP more than ever!*CONQUER EPIC EVENTS*There's always something going on in the Heroic Universe! BRAND NEW PVP AND PVE BATTLE MODES come regularly, each with a unique twist!*
BE HEROIC* Join our global community of heroes and share tips and strategies with the best of them! Hey heroes! A new update has arrived in Eldonia! We're always committed to improving your battle experience, so this update brings optimizations and bug fixes to keep your gameplay running smoothly. Let's fight! See you in the arena!
Hey heroes! A new update has arrived in Eldonia! We're always committed to improving your battle experience, so this update brings optimizations and bug fixes to keep your gameplay running smoothly. Let's fight! See you in the arena! Hey heroes! A new update has arrived in Eldonia! We're always committed to improving your battle
experience, so this update brings optimizations and bug fixes to keep your gameplay running smoothly. Let's fight! See you in the arena! Hey heroes! A new update has arrived in Eldonia! We're always committed to improving your battle experience, so this update brings and bug fixes to keep your gameplay running smoothly. Let's fight!
See you in the arena! Hello heroes! We've added some small improvements to some features of the game to make your gaming experience even smoother. Happy fight! In this new release, we've been working to add some small improvements to some features to Playing experience for our heroes.See in battle! The Heroic Team Hey
Heroes, A new version of Heroic is now available! This latest version brings some small tweaks and improvements to everything from battles to live events. See you in the arena! Hey Heroes, a new version of Heroic is now available! This latest version brings some small tweaks and improvements to everything from battles to live events.
See you in the arena! With our latest version we're smashing some small bugs and making some tweaks and improvements to make sure things run smoothly in Eldonia. Time to cause a little more destruction in battle, heroes! Let's play! The Heroic - Magic Duel Team With our latest version we're smashing some small bugs and making
some tweaks and improvements to make sure things run smoothly in Eldonia. Time to cause a little more destruction in battle, heroes! Let's play! The Heroic - Magic Duel Team Update Time, Heroes! With this release, we're bringing optimizations and bug fixes as we work to keep your battles great. Thank you for playing! See you in
battle! The Heroic - Magic Duel Team Update Time, Heroes! With this release, we're bringing optimizations and bug fixes as we work to keep your battles great. Thank you for playing! See you in battle! The Heroic - Magic Duel Team Hey Heroes! A new update has arrived in Eldonia! We're always committed to improving your battle
experience, so this update brings optimizations and bug fixes to keep your gameplay running smoothly. Let's fight! See you in the arena! Hey heroes, we always try to give you the best possible gaming experience. That's why this update is fully focused on fixing bugs and routine maintenance to ensure smooth battles and gameplay. See
you in battle! The heroic team Hello Heroes! We've added some small improvements to some features of the game to make your gaming experience even smoother. Happy fight! Hello heroes! We've added some small improvements to some features of the game to make your gaming experience even smoother. Happy fight! In this new
release, we've been working to add some minor enhancements to some features to further enhance the gaming experience for our heroes. The Hero Team In this new release, we've been working to add some minor enhancements to some features to further enhance the gaming experience for our heroes. The heroic team Hello Heroes!
We've added some small improvements in some features of the game to make your gaming experience even smoother Design. Happy fight! Hello heroes! We've added some small improvements to some features of the game to make your gaming experience even smoother. Happy fight! Greetings, heroes! This latest update brings
exciting changes to the arena! -Quests have arrived in the Heroic Universe! Complete challenges to unlock resources and rewards to help you on your journey! -Some new Mythic Mythic Lurking... Where will they appear? Watch out for some exciting Minion news soon! We have also smashed bugs, so fixes and optimizations are also
included. Brand new game modes are entering the Heroic Universe! This latest update includes support for 3 completely fresh event types, each full of fun and destruction! More information will be announced soon! With this release, we're bringing a brand new event: Last Hero Standing! Sweat it against 7 other heroes in action-packed
rounds to see who can survive the competition. Even better, there's a powerful Mythic Minion waiting as an exclusive reward! Can you show your dominance when the stakes are high? The pressure is on! We've also fixed annoying bugs reported by our heroes. Thank you for your feedback! Big update alert, heroes! New Arena has been
released! Visit the snake's all-new Shrine in Arena 8! Take the fight to this captivating environment and dominate your opponents!5 New Minions enter The Fight! Take control of five brand new Minions, from Common to Legendary! Will they make it into your favorite battle deck? Time to face these newcomers on the battlefield! We've also
included bug fixes and optimizations. Hey heroes, we always try to give you the best possible gaming experience. That's why this update is fully focused on fixing bugs and routine maintenance to ensure smooth battles and gameplay. See you in battle! The Heroic Team Team
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